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Abstract The process of speciation begins with genom-

ically-localised barriers to gene exchange associated with

loci for local adaptation, intrinsic incompatibility or

assortative mating. The barrier then spreads until repro-

ductive isolation influences the whole genome. The

population genomics approach can be used to identify

regions of reduced gene flow by detecting loci with greater

differentiation than expected from the average across many

loci. Recently, this approach has been used in several

systems. I review these studies, concentrating on the

robustness of the approach and the methods available to go

beyond the simple identification of differentiated markers.

Population genomics has already contributed significantly

to understanding the balance between gene flow and

selection during the evolution of reproductive isolation and

has great future potential both in genome species and in

non-model organisms.
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Introduction

In most cases, the origin of species is a slow process.

Polyploid or hybrid speciation can occur in one or a few

generations but other modes of speciation require the

progressive build-up of reproductive isolation. The avail-

able data are limited but the duration of this process

appears to be extremely variable, from\4,000 years in the

explosive radiation of cichlid species flocks to [1 million

years in allopatric Drosophila species pairs (reviewed by

Coyne and Orr 2004) and 0.01 to[5 million years in birds

alone (Price 2007). In the early stages of reproductive

isolation, gene flow is likely to be reduced at just a few

loci, scattered around the genome, which contribute

directly to local adaptation, mate choice, sexual conflict or

genetic incompatibility between diverging populations.

The effect of these loci spreads to other parts of the genome

by a variety of mechanisms such as restriction of recom-

bination by inversions (e.g. Ortiz-Barrientos et al. 2002), a

general reduction in gene flow due to reduced fitness of

immigrants and their offspring (Nosil et al. 2005) or the

evolution of assortative mating (Servedio and Noor 2003).

This spreading stage remains a particularly poorly under-

stood part of the speciation process (Wu 2001).

Since the speciation process takes many generations, it

has to be studied by comparison of many snap-shots of

divergent and partially-isolated population pairs. It is gen-

erally not possible to foresee whether these populations will

eventually evolve into completely isolated species but,

nevertheless, they can be used to determine the genetic

architecture of reproductive isolation and to dissect the

contributions of different traits to the overall reduction in

gene flow. A powerful approach to this problem is to map

loci responsible for key traits, such as hybrid inviability

(Presgraves 2003) or sterility (Ting et al. 1998) in

Drosophila, pheromone composition and response in Ostrinia

(Roelofs et al. 1987) or components of host adaptation in

Rhagoletis (Feder et al. 2003). However, this approach is

only available in species that can be crossed and reared in

controlled conditions and it focuses on previously-known

isolating traits. ‘Population genomics’ offers a powerful

alternative approach that is not subject to these restrictions.
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Luikart et al. (2003) applied the term ‘population

genomics’ to a method originally suggested by Lewontin

and Krakauer (1973). The principle is straightforward and

can be illustrated by considering the pattern of divergence

between two populations that are connected by gene flow

but under divergent selection pressures. The expectation

for a measure of divergence, such as FST, is the same for all

neutral loci and is determined by the balance between

mutation, drift and gene flow. The stochastic effects of

drift, and of the sampling required to estimate FST, together

produce a distribution of values around this expectation.

Loci under divergent selection are expected to have higher

FST, with the actual value dependent on the strength of

selection but higher than the neutral expectation. Neutral

loci closely linked to loci under selection will also have

higher levels of divergence. Therefore, if sufficient markers

are available, it may be possible to detect genomic regions

influenced by selection because loci in these regions will

appear as outliers, relative to the neutral distribution of

divergence for the majority of loci. As Luikart et al. (2003)

emphasised, the separation of markers into two classes,

neutral and influenced by selection, not only identifies

candidate regions for reproductive isolation or local adap-

tation but also improves inferences about population size

and gene flow that are based on an assumption of neu-

trality. See also the reviews by Storz (2005), which focuses

on the genetics of local adaptation, and Stinchcombe and

Hoekstra (2007), which concentrates on the interaction

between population genomic and quantitative genetic

approaches.

Molecular methods now make it possible to develop

large numbers of markers for any organism. Suitable data

were available first for human populations (Beaumont and

Nichols 1996) but the Amplified Fragment Length Poly-

morphism (AFLP) approach (Vos et al. 1995) has made

population genomics possible for essentially any species.

AFLP have to be used with care: dominance creates sig-

nificant problems, for example with bias in the estimation

of allele frequencies (Zhivotovsky 1999), homoplasy is

common when many bands are scored from a single primer

combination (Vekemans et al. 2002) and can cause

underestimation of differentiation among subpopulations

(Caballero et al. 2008), and error rates have to be carefully

checked (e.g. Pompanon et al. 2005; Bonin et al. 2006).

Nevertheless, AFLP have been used successfully in a

rapidly growing number of studies (e.g. Wilding et al.

2001; Emelianov et al. 2004; Bonin et al. 2006; Savolainen

et al. 2006; Egan et al. 2008; Minder and Widmer 2008;

Nosil et al. 2008). In species with genome sequences

available, it is possible to analyse a sample of loci (SNPs or

microsatellites) spread throughout the genome in known

locations, rather than a random sample of loci. The study of

divergence among human populations by Akey et al.

(2002) was the first of this type but subsequent analyses

have included mosquitoes (Turner et al. 2005) and mice

(Harr 2006a). These systematic surveys are known as

‘genome scans’. The term has also been applied to studies

based on random samples of loci (e.g. Murray and Hare

2006) but it may be preferable to reserve it for high-den-

sity, genome-wide analyses using mapped markers.

The principle of population genomics, that neutral loci

follow a consistent distribution and loci influenced by

selection can be detected as outliers, applies to measures of

variability within populations as well as differentiation

between populations. When selection fixes a new advan-

tageous allele, genetic diversity in the surrounding

sequence is reduced (a ‘selective sweep’). The selective

sweep also has an effect on the distribution of allele fre-

quencies, detectable by measures such as Tajima’s D that

are sensitive to the abundance of rare substitutions relative

to overall sequence diversity, and on linkage disequilib-

rium (see Nielsen 2005 for a review). An example of this

type of population genomic study is the survey of vari-

ability on a region of the X chromosome of Drosophila

melanogaster using microsatellite polymorphism which

was followed up by analysis of sequence variation in a

smaller candidate region (Pool et al. 2006). This study was

able to identify fixed, derived substitutions in transcription

factor binding sites upstream of the gene roughest that

appear to have been the target of a recent selective sweep

in African populations. However, the source of selection is

not currently known.

Robustness of the FST-based population genomics

approach

Population genomics approaches suffer from two classical

problems in evolutionary and quantitative genetics: sepa-

ration of the effects of selection from those of population

history and dealing with false positives that arise from

making multiple comparisons. A serious concern is the

sensitivity of the outlier detection method to features of

population history that might increase the variance of the

FST distribution for neutral loci. Outlier detection relies on

assumptions about the underlying population structure and

history. It is most commonly achieved using the Fdist

package (now Fdist2 for co-dominant markers and Dfdist

for dominant markers such as AFLP, available from

www.rubic.rdg.ac.uk/*mab/) which implements a coales-

cent simulation of a uniform, finite-island model, as

described by Beaumont and Nichols (1996). An alternative,

hierarchical-Bayesian approach has been developed by

Beaumont and Balding (2004) and may perform marginally

better than the original method, at least in some circum-

stances such as when mean FST is high or sample size is
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low. The underlying assumption is that the population

sampled approximates the infinite-island model with uni-

form local population size and migration rate. This method

is implemented in the BayesFst program (www.rdg.

ac.uk/statistics/genetics/software.html). There is some

confusion between methods in the literature: for example,

Nosil et al. (2008, p. 321) describe Dfdist as an imple-

mentation of the Beaumont and Balding approach. In either

case, it is possible that factors such as uneven population

sizes or migration rates, isolation-by-distance or historical

effects such as bottlenecks or population expansion might

increase the variance of the FST distribution relative to

these simple models. However, Beaumont and Nichols

(1996) and Beaumont and Balding (2004) simulated data

sets under a variety of demographic and population struc-

ture scenarios and found the effects on the FST distribution,

and on the probability of correctly detecting loci influenced

by selection, to be small.

Other methods for outlier detection are based on con-

trasting models. The DetSel package (Vitalis et al. (2003),

www.genetix.univ-montp2.fr/detsel.html) models diver-

gence without gene flow between two populations of

unequal size derived from a single population that may not

have been at demographic equilibrium. Wilding et al.

(2001) considered reciprocal gene exchange between two

populations of equal size and the same approach has been

used by Bernatchez and co-workers (Campbell and

Bernatchez 2004; Rogers and Bernatchez 2007). Eveno

et al. (2008) have developed a method specific to bi-allelic

loci such as SNPs. Despite these varying assumptions,

similar sets of outliers are identified by the different

methods (e.g. Bonin et al. 2006; Eveno et al. 2008). This

suggests that the approach is robust to uncertainty about the

true population structure and history.

Murray and Hare (2006) examined an historical scenario

that may be particularly relevant in speciation studies and

especially likely to distort the FST distribution. Their study

system was a zone of secondary contact in the oyster,

Crassostrea virginica. Phylogeographic evidence suggests

that the two populations diverged in allopatry and re-

established contact after the last glaciation. The current

level of divergence at neutral loci might reflect the decay,

due to gene flow, of the differentiation accumulated in

allopatry. Murray and Hare reasoned that the variance in

FST might be greater during this decay than it is at equi-

librium and this might prejudice outlier detection. Their

simulations showed that both the mean and variance of FST

decay rapidly (over less than 3,000 generations) following

secondary contact, as expected. However, at any point

during this decay, the distribution of FST values across

neutral loci, given the observed mean FST, is not distin-

guishable from the equilibrium case. Thus, outlier

detection should be as reliable with this extreme departure

from the model assumptions (the prolonged period of

allopatry) as it is when the study population conforms more

closely to the modelled structure.

The robustness of FST-based population genomics con-

trasts with the impact of population history on measures of

diversity. For example, cosmopolitan populations of

Drosophila melanogaster are derived from an ancestral

African population. Thornton and Andolfatto (2006)

showed that the bottleneck and subsequent population

growth experienced during this range expansion can

account for most, if not all, of the observed patterns of

diversity, Tajima’s D and linkage disequilibrium among X-

linked loci. Given the problems of precisely estimating the

population history, it is not possible to exclude demo-

graphic effects completely and so it is difficult to obtain

firm evidence for the influence of selection. Selection may

be more easily detected in the relatively stable ancestral

populations (Pool et al. 2006). Other authors have reached

similar conclusions about the impact of population history

on the population genomic approach (Kelley et al. 2006;

Teshima et al. 2006). However, these conclusions do not

apply to the FST-based approach, at least when it is applied

to populations connected by current gene flow. This is

because of the different timescales on which gene flow and

mutation operate (Beaumont 2005): the distribution of

alleles among demes (which is measured by FST) is

dependent on recent events in the ‘scattering phase’

(Wakeley 1999) while the allele frequencies at the start of

this phase depend on the genealogy in the ‘collecting

phase’ which typically behaves as a single population. This

‘separation of timescales’ underlies the model used in the

BayesFst program (Beaumont and Balding 2004) and is

implicit in other FST-based methods. It may be violated in

some circumstances, for example where mutation rates are

high, but generally it appears to be robust (Beaumont

2005). It does not apply to approaches that rely in diversity

or linkage disequilibrium because these patterns depend on

mutation and recombination.

A related set of issues concerns the power of the pop-

ulation genomics approach and the false discovery rate (i.e.

the probability of detecting a locus that is genuinely

influenced by selection and the probability of falsely

identifying a neutral locus as an outlier, respectively).

Since many loci have to be considered in a population

genomics study, it is essential to control the experiment-

wide significance level when identifying outliers. One

approach is to make multiple comparisons. Wilding et al.

(2001) studied the rocky-shore gastropod, Littorina

saxatilis, in three localities, in each case obtaining one

high-shore morph (H) and one mid-shore morph (M)

sample. They identified as outliers loci with FST above the

99th percentile of the simulated neutral distribution in all

three between-morph comparisons. Given 300 AFLP loci
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in total, such a pattern was very unlikely by chance.

However, the reliability of this approach is unclear since

populations at the three localities are connected by gene

flow and so are not truly independent replicates.

BayesFst uses a prior distribution to control the exper-

iment-wide probability and so should be free from the

multiple-test problem (Beaumont and Balding 2004). This

is not true for Fdist2 and Dfdist which means that confu-

sion of these methods risks inflating the Type 1 error rate

(cf. Nosil et al. 2008, p. 323). Therefore, other authors

have followed Wilding et al. (2001) in placing greater

reliance on loci that are identified in more than one pair-

wise test (e.g. Bonin et al. 2006; Nosil et al. 2008).

Clearly, the false discovery rate (FDR) depends on the

critical probability value used to identify outliers. It also

depends on the method used to match the simulated FST

distribution to the empirical distribution. One approach is

to use a trimmed mean of the empirical FST distribution as

the target mean for the simulation. Nosil et al. (2008)

experimented with various levels of trimming (10%, 20%

or 30%) but this did not change their conclusions about

‘different-host’ outliers (see below). However, simulations

by Caballero et al. (2008) show that the use of the trimmed

mean can inflate the FDR in some circumstances because it

tends to shift the simulated distribution towards lower

values of FST. Using the median, conditional on hetero-

zygosity, is a conservative alternative to the trimmed mean

which is recommended in the latest version of the Dfdist

Readme file (www.rubic.rdg.ac.uk/*mab/stuff/). An

alternative, iterative approach was recommended by

Beaumont and Nichols (1996) and used by Wilding et al.

(2001), for example. Initially, the untrimmed empirical

mean is used, outliers are then removed and the simulation

repeated with the new mean. This process is repeated until

no further outliers are generated.

Recent simulation studies (De Kovel 2006; Singleton

2008) have considered both the power and the FDR of the

population genomic approach. Not surprisingly, the power

to detect the influence of selection on a marker locus is

greatest where selection on a target locus is strong, the

marker is closely linked to the target of selection, the

average neutral FST is low and both the population sizes

and sample sizes are large. The FDR is lowest under

similar conditions. Significantly, power as low as 50% and

FDR as high as 50% is not uncommon under realistic

conditions. This has serious implications for extrapolation

from the proportion of outliers detected in a sample of loci

to the genome as a whole (see below). The range of

methods and cut-offs used also makes it very difficult to

conduct meaningful comparisons, among studies, of the

proportions of outliers.

The practical implications of this analysis are that the

FST-based population genomics approach is robust to

departures from the modelled population structure and

history and therefore the choice of outlier detection method

is not critical. However, it is critical to interpret outliers

with caution. The safest approach may be to view outliers

simply as markers of candidates for regions of the genome

influenced by selection and to seek ways to take further

steps to identify these regions and test for selection in other

ways. Alternatively, or in addition, one can seek patterns in

the outliers that might be robust to problems of power or

false discovery. Finally, it may be preferable to move away

from the categorisation of loci into outlier and non-outlier

groups.

Population genomics and speciation

Several studies have applied the population genomics

approach to address the genetic basis of local adaptation

and the progression towards increasing reproductive iso-

lation and speciation in the face of gene flow. Here, I will

briefly review some of these studies to illustrate how they

contribute to the understanding of speciation and, particu-

larly, how one can go beyond the simple identification of

outliers.

Two morphs of the intertidal gastropod, Littorina saxa-

tilis, occupy different parts of rocky shores in northeast

England. Like similar morph pairs in other parts of Europe,

they are adapted to different combinations of environmental

conditions, primarily crab predation and the risk of dis-

lodgement by wave action (see Wood et al. 2008 and

references therein). Wilding et al. (2001) found 15 outliers

in a survey of 290 polymorphic AFLP loci and these were

consistent across three partly independent comparisons, as

mentioned above. The genomic distribution of these outliers

is unknown. An important question arises, therefore: do the

outliers mark 15 independent targets of selection or are they

clustered, perhaps in a region of low recombination such as

might be generated by a chromosomal rearrangement? A

detailed survey of two shores (Grahame et al. 2006) showed

steep, coincident clines for all 15 loci but only a very slight

elevation in linkage disequilibrium among these loci in

cline-centre populations. The power of this disequilibrium

analysis was low because sample sizes around the cline

centre were small but, nevertheless, it clearly indicates that

the loci are not tightly linked. The fine-scale sampling also

showed that differentiation at neutral loci is greater in

between-morph than within-morph comparisons, after

accounting for isolation by distance. Thus there appears to

be a general barrier to gene exchange between morphs

which may be due to local adaptation, assortative mating or

genetic incompatibility. Similar patterns have been detected

in subsequent studies and considered in more detail (see

below).
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AFLP outliers are more likely to be linked to loci under

selection than they are to be the direct targets of selection.

Therefore, it is interesting to determine the pattern of

sequence differentiation around outlier loci. In particular,

one might be able to detect coding regions within islands of

differentiation that show independent evidence of selec-

tion, for example in the ratio of synonymous to non-

synonymous polymorphism, and so represent candidate

adaptive loci. This sort of follow-up study is difficult in

non-model organisms. However, Wood et al. (2008) have

made progress with two of the outliers from the Wilding

et al. (2001) study, with surprising results. They probed a

large-insert genomic library with sequences of outlier and

control loci, sequenced four of the bacterial artificial

chromosome (BAC) inserts so identified and then

sequenced the regions containing the AFLP sites, and

flanking regions, in new samples from natural populations.

The two outlier AFLP loci correspond to indel polymor-

phisms. In both cases, the insertions have characteristics of

transposable elements and appear to be recent in origin

because sequences that contain insertions are significantly

less diverse than those that do not. Interestingly, Minder

and Widmer (2008) have also found retrotransposon

sequences associated with outliers in a comparison

between hybridizing species of Silene. In Littorina, inser-

tion frequencies differ strongly between morphs. However,

sequences in flanking regions approximately 5 kb either

side of these insertions, including nearby coding regions,

are not differentiated between morphs. Thus the insertions

themselves are candidate targets of selection, perhaps

through effects on expression of downstream loci.

Charlesworth et al. (1997) predict that excess differen-

tiation will be observed over a recombination distance of

the same order as the selection coefficient favouring locally

adapted alleles. Wood et al. (2008) estimated the selection

on the insertion polymorphisms to be in the range 0.03–

0.12, on the basis of the observed difference in frequency

and the gene flow inferred from neutral loci. Therefore, the

lack of differentiation in flanking regions is surprising.

Selection for local adaptation may have been over-esti-

mated, there may be stabilizing selection on flanking

regions or gene flow from neighbouring populations may

help to homogenize variation around the selected locus.

Taken at face value, the Littorina story currently sug-

gests that there are many independent targets of selection in

the genome. If 5% of randomly chosen regions are influ-

enced by selection (15 out of 290 AFLP loci), and each

marks only a small genomic region (\10 kb), then the total

number of selected loci must be very large ([1,000 given a

genome size *109 bp). This is, of course, a very rough

extrapolation from a small sample. It also ignores both the

limited power of population genomics to detect weakly

selected regions (implying that the number of selected loci

is under-estimated) and the potentially-high FDR (which

suggests that the number is over-estimated). It will be

interesting to see how these estimates are influenced by

data from the characterization of additional outliers.

In their influential study of sympatric speciation in

Howea palms, Savolainen et al. (2006) identified four

outliers among 274 AFLP loci. Given the high mean FST in

this case (0.31), it is particularly difficult to extrapolate

from this observation to the probable number of loci under

selection (because power declines and FDR increases with

increasing mean FST, Singleton 2008). A simulation

inspired by the Howea case, by Gavrilets and Vose (2007),

found that speciation was most likely when the number of

loci determining the key ecological and isolating traits was

low, four being the lowest number simulated. This seduc-

tive coincidence of numbers is unfortunate. It is really too

early to conclude, from the empirical data, even that the

number of loci involved in either trait is ‘small’. Savolai-

nen et al. also note that the ‘L-shaped’ distribution of FST

values they observe is consistent with sympatric speciation,

because gene flow keeps most values low while selection

increases divergence at a minority of loci. This is true but

should not be considered a test for sympatric divergence

since the distribution of FST among neutral loci is expected

to be ‘L-shaped’ in the early stages of allopatric divergence

and the long tail may be accentuated by selection in

allopatry as well as in sympatry.

A population genomic analysis in the lake whitefish,

Coregonus clupeaformis, has been followed-up in different

ways. Two morphs of whitefish, normal and dwarf, co-exist

in North American postglacial lakes and differ in mor-

phological, life-history and behavioural traits that are

believed to be adaptive in their contrasting environments,

benthic and limnetic respectively. An initial study by

Campbell and Bernatchez (2004) used 440 AFLP loci in

four sympatric morph pairs and found 2–4% outlier loci.

Subsequently, Rogers and Bernatchez (2005, 2007) have

asked to what extent selected loci identified by the popu-

lation genomic approach correspond to quantitative trait

loci (QTL) for the putatively adaptive traits. Among those

AFLP loci that were included in both population genomic

and QTL experiments, significantly more outliers were

associated with QTL (i.e. within 1.5 LOD support limits of

the inferred QTL position) than expected by chance. This

was true for backcrosses to both parental types and pri-

marily for growth QTL, although associations were also

revealed for other putatively adaptive traits. Segregation

distortion in genomic regions associated with one-third to

one half of QTL, and with some outlier loci, indicated

selection resulting from genetic incompatibility. This

analysis suggests that at least a proportion of the outlier

loci identified by the population genomics approach

experience selection through their effects on quantitative
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traits. However, the limited power of both QTL and outlier

approaches makes it difficult to quantify this association:

outliers that are not associated with QTL might indicate

other sources of selection but they might also mark QTL

that were not detected in the backcross experiments. It

might be preferable to find ways of combining the two

methods of analysis, rather than performing them sepa-

rately and then comparing results.

A new study (Via and West 2008) takes the combined

outlier and QTL analysis much further by estimating the

decline in the detection of outliers with genetic distance

from QTL for key components of reproductive isolation in

the pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon pisum. They find surprisingly

large islands of differentiation extending *10 cM on

either side of QTL. Since selection for host-plant associa-

tion is strong (*0.1 per locus), this is actually consistent

with the predictions of the Charlesworth et al. (1997)

model. The implications for sympatric speciation are con-

siderable because reduction in gene flow over these large

genomic distances makes the accumulation of further dif-

ferentiation between host races much easier. The large

islands result from a form of hitchhiking, dubbed ‘diver-

gence hitchhiking’ by Via and West. Hitchhiking extends

further than it would in an undivided population because

recombination requires movement between hosts, survival

and interbreeding to bring haplotypes from the two races

into the same individual. Since these events are rare, the

effective rate of recombination is much reduced.

Few other studies have mapped outliers and considered

their distribution across the genome. Comparing larch

budworm, Zeiraphera diniana, from two alternative hosts,

Emelianov et al. (2004) showed significant heterogeneity

in divergence among chromosomes, which was consistent

across replicate comparisons. This heterogeneity presum-

ably derives from clustering of outlier markers around loci

under selection. Genome-wide comparisons have been

possible in two cases with partial reproductive isolation:

the M and S forms of the mosquito, Anopheles gambiae

(Turner et al. 2005) and the subspecies of house mouse,

Mus musculus musculus and M. m. domesticus (Harr

2006a). The mosquito study used genomic DNA hybrid-

ization to microarrays and detected two well-supported and

one weakly-supported region of the genome with greater

differentiation than expected from the genome-wide aver-

age. These regions are small, containing only 60–70 genes,

only some of which are directly implicated in reproductive

isolation (Turner and Hahn 2007). Using publicly available

SNP databases, Harr (2006a) found eight regions of ele-

vated differentiation on the autosomes (7.5% of the

autosomal genome) of mice as well as strong differentia-

tion on the X chromosome, as expected from hybrid zone

studies. There is a risk that this analysis was influenced by

ascertainment bias (Boursot and Belkhir 2006; Harr

2006b). In both of these genome-wide analyses, sample

sizes of individuals were, necessarily, small. Regions of

differentiation were detected using a sliding window of

markers and this means that small islands of differentiation

may have been missed.

A further, novel approach has recently been applied to

fish populations by the Bernatchez group, described as a

‘transcriptome scan’ (Roberge et al. 2007). The outlier

principle was applied not to differences in allele frequency

between populations but, instead, to differences in gene

expression. The study system was a recently-separated pair

of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) populations with signifi-

cant genetic differentiation (FST & 0.03). Gene expression

was measured using a 16,000 cDNA clone microarray for a

set of half-sib families from each population. This made it

possible to treat expression of each locus as a quantitative

trait and to calculate the FST analogue, QST. Outliers from

the QST distribution for all loci with significant heritability

of expression levels were then detected using an arbitrary

cut-off of the top 1.5% of values. This process identified 16

loci with expression levels that were unusually divergent

between populations (average QST = 0.11) out of 1,044

with significant heritability in expression (modal QST close

to zero). These 16 loci are candidates for adaptive diver-

gence in expression. It will be interesting to see, in future,

whether this approach identifies distinct sets of candidates

compared with allele frequency based methods applied to

the same populations. Are some loci experiencing adaptive

substitutions as well as evolving expression differences or

do genome scans identify transcription factors or their

recognition sites that control expression of loci identified in

transciptome scans?

Vasemagi et al. (2005) argued that gene-associated

markers, in their case microsatellites discovered in

expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from Atlantic salmon,

should be more likely to reveal candidate loci for local

adaptation because they are more likely to be closely

linked to the direct targets of selection. Surprisingly, they

did not find a difference in the proportion of outliers

between gene-associated and random genomic markers in

their sample of loci, which was strongly biased towards

those from ESTs. However, a more recent study has found

the expected effect. The sunflowers, Helianthus annuus and

H. petiolaris, exchange genes across hybrid zones in North

America. Using locally allopatric populations close to, but

not in hybrid zones, Yatabe et al. (2007) considered several

factors that might contribute to outlier behaviour across

108 microsatellite loci. Unlike Vasemagi et al., they found

EST-associated microsatellites to be outliers more fre-

quently than loci outside genes: in fact, all five outliers

were EST-associated. They also found that loci close to

chromosomal break points were more likely to be outliers

but that being on a re-arranged chromosome, close to a
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QTL for a phenotypic trait distinguishing the species or

close to a QTL for hybrid male sterility did not influence

outlier probability. Yatabe et al. argued that the effects of

selected loci extend over relatively small areas of the

genome, a result that is consistent with the Littorina

observations discussed above, even though the Littorina

outliers are not in coding regions.

Parallel studies of host-plant-associated insect popula-

tions (Timema cristinae stick-insects: Nosil et al. 2008,

Neochlamisus bebbianae leaf beetles: Egan et al. 2008)

have added a novel dimension to the interpretation of

outliers. Partly following a strategy used by Bonin et al.

(2006) to identify outliers specifically related to altitude in

the frog, Rana temporaria, these two studies distinguish

several classes of outlier after making all possible pairwise

comparisons among populations. Some outliers occur only

in comparisons between insect populations from the same

host, some only in comparisons between hosts and some in

both types of comparison. Some outliers are detected in

one comparison only, some in multiple pair-wise compar-

isons. Those loci that are observed repeatedly in between-

host comparisons are arguably the best candidate markers

for genomic regions implicated in host-adaptation. Since

repeated observation of the same locus is unlikely by

chance, as in Littorina, it is also unlikely that these repe-

ated outliers are false-positives. Each of the two studies

finds a small number of these repeated, different-host

outliers in a large sample of AFLP loci.

The separation between outlier and non-outlier loci

involves an arbitrary cut-off and it is clear that, in reality,

there is a gradual increase in the probability that a locus is

influenced by selection (and/or an increase in the strength of

selection) as its observed differentiation increases. There-

fore, it might be preferable to find ways to combine

information across comparisons, without first categorising

loci. It may also be true that populations differ in their

adaptation to a host or environment, for example because

some populations are exposed to more gene flow that others

from differently-adapted populations. Based on these prin-

ciples, Nosil et al. (2008) introduce the concept of ‘isolation

by adaptation’. This is analogous to isolation by distance but

with the spatial distance matrix replaced by a matrix, or

matrices, of ‘adaptive distance’, such as the difference in

host preference or the morphological distance between pairs

of populations. They then use partial Mantel tests to deter-

mine whether genetic distance is correlated with adaptive

distance, with or without a correction for spatial distance. If

genetic distance is calculated locus-by-locus, it is possible to

seek loci with unusually strong isolation-by-adaptation

patterns, compared with the overall pattern. Using this

approach, Nosil et al. found that 9% of AFLP loci showed

nominally significant isolation-by-adaptation. This is nearly

twice the proportion expected given the 5% critical

probability across many comparisons. Only about one in six

of these loci was detected in the outlier analysis suggesting

that the approach may be more powerful. However, as cur-

rently applied, the test does not make allowance for the

effects of drift. One might expect that variance among

populations due to drift would be accounted for by con-

trolling the effect of spatial distance but it is common for

historical effects to cause departures from isolation-by-dis-

tance and these might inflate the variance of the isolation-by-

adaptation correlations. An adjustment of the critical P-

value may be needed, presumably based on simulation.

Future directions

The population genomics approach clearly has the potential

to document the progression, from a handful of loci

responding to divergent selection pressures through to ge-

nomically-widespread barriers to gene exchange that is

envisaged in the genic view of speciation. However, pro-

gress to date illustrates not just the power but also the

problems:

1. Very few studies have truly scanned the genome and

those that have done so have used small samples of

individuals and so have had limited resolution.

2. For studies using a random sample of markers, the

genomic distribution of selected loci and the sizes of

the regions marked by individual outliers are unknown

in most cases and difficult to infer in non-model

organisms. The currently available evidence is equiv-

ocal. Two studies suggest small regions of

differentiation (Yatabe et al. 2007; Wood et al. 2008)

which, in turn, suggests that a very high density of

markers is needed if all selected regions are to be

detected. However, the study by Via and West (2008)

seems to indicate very large genomic islands of

differentiation around a few strongly selected loci.

These studies differ in several ways, including the

stage in divergence of the populations compared and

the methods for inferring the sizes of differentiated

regions (see Smadja et al. 2008 for further discussion).

3. Classification of loci into two classes—neutral versus

influenced by selection—is not only an over-simplifi-

cation but it is also unreliable. Typically, it is clear that

there are some loci influenced by selection but it is

difficult to say how many because of uncertainty about

the power of the test and about the false discovery rate.

4. There are currently conflicting results concerning the

association of selected regions with genes (Vasemagi

et al. 2005; Yatabe et al. 2007; Wood et al. 2008).

There are two areas where progress is being made and

where further developments can be expected: testing of
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more explicit hypotheses and identification of outliers.

More specific predictions always lead to more powerful

tests. There are a number of ways in which this principle

can be applied in population genomics. One is illustrated

by the classification of outliers into different classes (Nosil

et al. 2008; Egan et al. 2008) and the extension to isola-

tion-by-adaptation analysis (Nosil et al. 2008). In future,

the first approach will hopefully be freed from the need for

an initial classification of markers and more powerful

analyses of isolation-by-adaptation will be developed.

Another strategy to make tests more specific is to define

classes of marker a priori and then to test predictions about

the influence of selection on these classes. The studies by

Vasemagi et al. (2005) and Yatabe et al. (2007) move in

this direction, as does the use of candidate genes by Eveno

et al. (2008) and of QTL-linked markers by Mäkinen et al.

(2008) (although the latter two papers were not specifically

in the context of speciation).

In terms of characterising outliers or, more generally,

the loci most likely to be influenced by selection, two broad

approaches are illustrated by the studies reviewed here. The

first is to test for association with QTLs and so infer the

source of the selection pressures on particular outliers or

the proportion of outliers explained by selection on par-

ticular traits. This has already produced some valuable

insights but it suffers from the statistical problems associ-

ated with both approaches and is only practical in a limited

range of species where QTL analysis is possible. The other

approach is a library-based search for the genomic regions

marked by outliers, followed by molecular characterisa-

tion, as initiated by Wood et al. (2008) for Littorina. This

strategy can be applied to any organism. However, library

production and sequencing of large inserts such as BACs is

costly, although less so given recently developed parallel

sequencing technology (Poinar et al. 2006), and it may be

necessary to screen large genomic regions to resolve the

sizes of islands of differentiation and detect all regions

under selection (Via and West 2008; Smadja et al. 2008).

Moving from characterisation of sequences around outliers

to functional understanding is also going to be very diffi-

cult in many cases. Nevertheless, the population genomic

approach provides a route to the characterisation of the

genetic basis of speciation which is likely to continue to

provide important insights.
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